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PrAAw)ting rgoldentity Devolopmeht in Adolescence and Youth

Abstract

A model of identity formationsell on the cognitive developmental stages

of social perspective taking is described. The model assumes that identity can

he achieved through cognitive strategies of considevirt he self in relation to

one friend; one's family; the peer group; and society; Two studies were under-

taken to test the model. In study I a program kth 28 college students; half-

experimentals and half contains; lasting for six sessions was used in which the

students were asked to take the perspective of each social entity above and then

to consider how the self was like and unlike these., Repeated measures analyses

of variance showed that the exjoerLmentals gained significantly more on Rasmussen's

Ego Identity Scale following the program; In study 2; 43 high school seniors

were given the same program. The experimentals,gained more in the identity Meas-

ure than the controls. ImpliCations for identity programs are discussed.
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PrOMOting Ego Identity Development

in Adolescence and Youth-

Adoles. t ego identity has received a great deal of attention prom neo-

Freudian OSYCh6lOgiStS. Erikson (1968) , 'the primary ,,pokesMan for the construct;

implies_that dehtity development consists of three subconstrUcts: a self; an

ego, and fOrtiOl operational abilities. The self is the content of one's thoughts

as the person reflects on one's own body image, Personality, or behavioral roles.

_AS FrikSOn (1968, p. 208) states; when an individual possesses an identity; the

self includes "a conscious sense of individUal uniqueness" and a sense of "soli-

darity with a group's ideals". Gallatin (1975) explains it as the-person's

awareness of how he or she is like all other people; like some other people, and

like no other people. Most ego identity researchers have focused on the self cam-

ponent of identity (Baker, 1T; Marcia, 1966; .Stark & Traxler, 1974).

The content Of the self is the direct result of two processes (Erikson, 1968).

One of these is the ego Which screens and synthesizes incoming informatibn. The

other is formai operatiOnal abilities (Inhelder S Fiaget, 1958) which account for

theenvironmental search fot,illaterial to be cognitively synthesiZed (See Erikson,

1968; p. 245). Mbre specifically; Erikson suggests the formal operational struc-

ture of awareneSS of all possibilities as the important compoAent of identity for-

Lion. ThiS i8 the case because; if the adolescent is to have a clear under-
_

Standing Of Self, he or she must consider all the ways in Which the self is both

unique and shares commonalities with other societal metberS.

Enright and Deist (1979) have recently expanded thiS theoretical notion of

identity formation. Rather than theorizing that the logical structure of con-

sidering all possibilities is the important cognitive component, they have built

an identity formation model based on social perspective taking (Kohlberg, 1976;
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le]man, 1:76). The latter is a more specific set of the general cogniti\,

velopmenthI structures which Erikspn (1968) an8 Inhelder and Piaget (1958).diS-y
.

I

CUSS. Ir general, social perstive taking represent's the person's cognitive

abilities to understand the world from other people's viewpoints. Both Kohlberg

(1976) ai-d SelMan (1976), in inferring these underlying structures from clinical

interviews; describe the developmental_Progr

/

ssion as. follows:

Level 1: In Kohlberg's and SelMan'smOdel , the young child can understand one

other person'Sviewpoint besides the self's. This it done sequentially

rather than simultaneously ( .g.; self's perspective or the other's at

any one time).

Level 2: Iii both models, the child can take a reciprocal perspective, the self's

Level

and the other's, at the same time. SeIman's model includes the ability

to reflect upon the self from the other's viewpoint. .Thus, the person

can see how the self's reactions are similar to or different from the

other's reactions.
,

3: In both models; the child can take a "third party" perspectivej or un-

derstaild the .;ociaI world from the'group's viewpoint. Again; the Sea-

man model suggests that the person can reflect on the self from thiS

.

viewpoint, thus seeing similarities and differences between the group

and the self.

Level 4: In both models, the adolescent coordinate's group perspectives to form

a societal perspective. The perspectiVe allows the individual to un-

derstand socieiyj and in Seltan's Model, allows the adolescent to see

similarities and differences betWeen the self and society;

I Both Kohlbeig and Selman assu7lt these progressions to'be integrative and

h elLrehical. That is, as the person progresses, he or she retains earlier
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developments while developing more complex-structures. Therefore, an,adolescent,

presumably on stage 4, should be capable of understanding one other person; vari-

ous groups-such as family and peer group; and society, as well as how the self

is similar to or different from these' social entities; The Enrightand-Deist

n(1.979) model 'suggests these structures; rather than general formal operatioal

striT7tUres; as the structures Sufficient for identity formation since the latter

primariIyia-social construct (see GaIIatin!s, definition) and perspective

taking outlines the social possibilities which can be considered by the ads

tent:-?

The Enright and Deist model does not study the stage progression of social

perspective taking, nor does it assume that the highest stage of social perspec-

tive taking is, by itself, sufficient fbr a clear, organized ego identity. In=

stead, in focussing on the integration and hierarchization components of th6

_
Kohlberg and Selman models; it asSumes'that social perspective taking, on the

highest level (in adolescence), can be used as a cognitive strategy. That is,

the adblesceht can, at any time, use the structural abilities to understand one

other person, a group, or'a society, and the similarities or differences between

.6!,

the self and these. The Enright. and Deist model of identity 'formation makes ;the

follcwing asSumptibnS: a) identity formation starts with.an understanding of

-others; b) only when the person understands thcjse others is he or she capable of

understand' g the self-in relation to those-others; c) the understanding of self

in relation to others must take into account perceived similarities and differences.

An exclusive focus on the former would lead to rigid conformity, not identity,

while an exclusive focus of differences would lead to adolescent egocentrism where

the person dish t the self, thinking he or she is totally special and unique

(EIkind, 1967); d) identity forms when social perspectives are taken so that the

. . _

individual minimizes confusion. This implies that it is best to start with the
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moro-nimple peespetiveS and work up'to level:4 only after a clear under-

standing has emerged of a significant other and how one is like or unlike that-

persen; and e) if the person uses social perspective laking as a cognitive Strat-

egy outlined above, then he or she should get a clearer sense of individual Unique=

ness as .well as a sense of commonalities shared kith othersi As both ErikSbn

(1968) and Gallatin (1975) state; this is the essence of adblescent ego identity.

The two studies reported here sere undertaken to test the above model of ego

identity formation;

and

Study 1

This firSt study examined whether an intervention as outlined in the Enright

Deist morrel with college students would show growth, in ego identity;

SUbjects. Twenty-eight college students; predominantly sophomores and juniors;

from a large Midwestern university volunteered for the program; Based on the pre=

test identity score, the sample was split at the median and seven high and seven

low identity students were randomly selected for the experimental condition. The

other 14 served as controls; The sample was split at the median since the iden=

tity formation process may work only with low identity students. After all, if

someone has a clear identity; such a program may helR to confirm that clarity with-
,

out showing growth on an ego identity scale. There were four males and 10 females

in the experimental group and two males and 12 females in the control group;

InstruMent. Rasmussen's (1964) Ego Identity Scale (EIS) was selected as the

pretest and posttest dependent measure. It is a 72-item, forced-choice instrument

in which the person oheckS 16,6e" or "disagree" to each statement. The state-

ments were all chosen to represent, as closely as possible; Erikson's theoretiCal

formulations of identity.. Aceerding to Erikson, the identity crisis includes a
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( ipitalation of earlier psycho social crises. (trust vs. -mistrust;'autonomy vs.

Shame and doubt, initiative vs. gu4t, and industry vs; inferiority). It is also

. .

an anticipation of future psychOsocial crises (intimacy vs. isolation; genera-

tivity v stagnation, and integrity vs. despair). The Rasmussen scale opera-,

tionali7cs conflicts at'each stags from trust vs. mistrust through intimacy vs..
°'-,..

.

isolation with 12 items per subscale. For examples, a negatively keyed, industry

V5. inferiority item is:
o

When it comes to working, I never do anything I call get out of.

-
To avoid response set; Rasmu.tsen keyed the items tp make the "agree"'alternative

correct on some items and the "disagree" alternative correct on others. The to-

4
tal.score is the added composite of each itdm, which is interpreted as the degree

of psychological health exhibited.in this complex identity crisis.

The split half reliability via the Spearman-Brolkh formula as reported by

Rasmussen (1964) is .85. The scale has shown ga6d validity properties. It as

been related to educational level intelligence, and self acceptance as well as-

to behavioral adjustment in Naval recruits (Rasm&sen, 1964). It has also been

negatively related to anxiety and positively related to Constantinople's identity

measure (Bache Verdile 1975) and to Marcia's Ego Identity Status Interview (Roth-
/I

man, 197Q-- The EIS was chosen in this stueover the more popular Marcia scale

because the summary score represents a more broad composite of identity rather

than just careers and an ideological commitment as found tireia's;

Procedure. Beth groups Wiet for one hour a day, three days a week for two

weeks. Beth groups were given the Rasmueen scale on days 1 and 6. On the other

= four days both groups met together in the same room andwent through a paper-and-

pencil intervention on an individual basis; A paper-and-pencil intervention was

chosen to standardize the experimental and control procedures as precisely as

possible; It also allowed both groups to be treated the same.by the
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experimcnter, a graduate student in s(-hool pHyeholopy trained in {Tom.) therapy:

*,elintques, whose lob consisted of elarityin), any individuaI's questions that ,

L' I

may arise duringth9 slx days. In tact, the post-experimpal briefing revealed

that tun-thards of the subjects were not Even aware of: another treatment condi-

tion being taken by others; thus reducing the lack of motivation characteristic

et some control groups.

The experimental group was asked to go through a series Of questions which

operationalized the Enright and Deist (1979) mbdel Of identity formation. On
_

day 2 (thn first day of intervention), they were asked to think_about one same-

i-;px friet9d and how the self is like and unlike that person (leve 2.perspective

taking abilities). On day 3 , they considered their family (level 3), on day 4

they conidered an opposite sex peer group (level 3) A same-sex group was not

used here because; on pilot testing; it wasseen that there was too much repeti:-

ti;n between the same-sex friend and group; On day 5; they considered society

(le%;e1,4). A summary of the day 2 intervention'with the same-sex fi,iend is as

fonows-;:,,,s

In three'sentences describe someone around your age and your same

sex who yoy like pretty well;

From what you have bbserved
4

what does your friend talk about Most?

what ddes your friend spend his or her time,on?

; (Other prbbes are also asked.)

From what you can infer .

Wh'at does your friend think abbtit

what kinds of emotions occupy him or her most of the time ori

in other words, what is his or her approach to the world -- or

his or her "style "?

(Other probes aro'included.).
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your IrietKI in IMIP('(' :;entences.

. lh throe ;enteneof; dos.iribe yourself as compared to your friend.

tE tEEh :';orneOhe E '1 x)}: i , ind comp, 4g you t h vcrrell,

triend hcw would they see you z simiLLn to yc)ur .1.riend . .

i n what you talk about;
.

in what Vo0 spend your time doing?

(Others -ire included.)

4

t_hor-e SoMOO'ne 1 looking at and comparing you with your

friend how would they See you as different from your friend.-;

(the same prols as 6a Were dsed)..

a- From what you know abOiitybilrself and can inftr about this person

you like; Tow.;are you -:similar to your
.

in the things you think about;

in the emotions that occupy you?

h. From what you know about yourself and can infer about this person

you like; how are you different froth your friends

(the same probes ds 7a were used)..

3 U-rtiMarie yourself as compared with your friend.

The purpose of the questions WAS to firSt develop an understanding of the

,c7rt-er and then; from that vantage point; tO consider the seIf's similarities and

differences. Understanding the'other and the Self involved the consideration of

behavibrs (e.g.; #2; g); thoughts and feelings (e.g., #3, 7). A similar procedure

was f011OWed far the family; peer group; and society. Oh day 5, following the so-

cietwa. underStanding; the students were asked, the following:

SUmmarie yourself from all of the comparisons with your friehd; family;

opposite sex group and society; Indicate what youihave,in common with

them, the points in which you are unique,,alid what'you are and'What you

0
C4
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T11. )ri t r )11 I I Vr WO 0-, 1 1 prc >h 1 dory: 1.(-- )1 '

x mil )1 r ; )ne ,< 1 .naked diem to corn; Her .the Ixx,s.ible se ts that be

with t. he !lumber: ; I; 7, ; ; 5; This, fyrx-x2oduro -010tib 1 lead to enhanced

trt.ity it tyle ,form opemional struetrire of coriNderang ll possibi t;

comt or rent of identity for ma tion as Erikson ( 1968 ) states:

1 is 1.11(1 Diacu

V ;

Tnternai consistency reliability an this study via the Kuder-Richardson 20

ormula ror the pretest 'Rasmussen scores was ;86; To test Tor treatment effects;

,oupdiff'erences were analyzed for both the Rasmu sen 'total score and the iden-

uhscQl.e. inc*the latter is directly related to the program. None of the

O ther subsea_c was analyzed separately since they were only tangentially related

t o the prom-am ( .g.; the trust SUbscale would nbt,seem-to be directly influenced

by an identity, gram); and Since more analyses may require an alpha level lower

than .05. 1

Treatment effects were analyzed by threeway (pretest/posttest x treatment x

initial high or 1 ©w identity position) repeated measures ANOVA. The pretest and
----""

posttest scores were the repeated measure: For the Rasmussen total score, the
4

interaction of pretest/posttest and treament effect approached but did not reach

7Significance, F(1,24)=3;30, E < .08.' The mean change from pretest to posttest for.

_ .

the experimentals was 4.79 (S.D.=6,66).; and for the controls was 0.50 (S.D.=6.00).

etest and posttest descriptive statistics are in Table 1. The identity sub-

scale showed a signiricaseatment x pretest/posttest interaction favoring the'

experimentals; F(1;24)=;86; E < ;007; The mean change; based on 12 items; for

the experimental group was1,;57 (S;D;F:1;28); and for the control group was -0;28

(S.D.=I;90); This first study; them; showed that the experimental group gained
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more than the eontrol on the ident1ty subseale, but not on the Rasmussen com-

fl,tudy 2

(.7.,ine the first study showed encou/ wu.tiv, results; it was thought necessary:

i . ,I )-I i c<i re the findings. This study used high school students in or toin-

genera ty e l it T.i n(t T1-

Ix I

St4JjeCts. Forty-three high school seniors served as subjects; There were

22 experimentals and 2] controlS chosen through a similar randomization process

is StUdy 1. In the experimental group; there were seven males and 15 females.

fh the Conti )t.p,IXAlpi there were 1D noles and 11 females.

Instrument and Prv)cedhre. The Rasmussen measure was again used. The same

procedure used in Study 1 was used hitre.

Rozults and Discussion

The three-way ANOVA Jr o the Rasmussen total score produced a significant-
.

pretest/posttest x treatment interaction, favoring the oxijorimentals; F(109)=.

4;44;.,p< ;05; The mean change.from pretest to posttest for the experimentals

was 6.32 (S;D;=6;27) and for the controls was 2';62 (a;D;=5;27); Protest and post7

.

test descriptive statistics are in Table 2; The identity subscale did not show

any significant treatment effects; This study shows that identity
,
development

_ .

-can change in high school students who use perspective taking strategies;
.

General Discussion

BOth the College and,high school studies Su gget. that social perspective

t,1,-,ing as an organizing cognitive strategy ,can lead to a mOre!Integrated identity

in youth. :AcCOrding to RamusSeniS (1960 atd n'iksonis (1958) interpretations

,of identity; the experimentals showed greater gains "psychological:health than
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the controls in working through the crises of adolescence and youth.

There are several implications for theory from these studies; First; iden-

tity formation is not necessarily an affective process or a maturationist process

dependent on an epigenjit principle only The use of organized; step-by-step coE11-

tive strategies may help reduce confusion and enhance identity even within as

short atiMe span as two weeks . This is not to imply that identity .icomplete

After tWo weekS of cognitive Strategies, but the studies do imply_that one's iden-

tity an btottle mot-e integrated during that e through the use of sategies

SUCli: as social perspective taking:

From the cognitive developmenVCViewpoint;the studies raise implications

for the importance of integration (higher stages incorporate lower, stage struc-

tures) and hierarchization (higher. stages are more complex than lbwer stages).

These aspects of stage structure; while they. have been acknowledged, have beeh

irtually ignored in studying adolecent cognition. Describing the highest stages

only has been the goal rather than describing what the adolescent can do with

cumulative abilities; Kohlberg (1976) focuses on the highest stages only in des-

cribirT; moral and social perspective taking developments; SelMan (1976) does the

same in perspee'tive-taking; Tapp and Kohlberg (1971) db thiS in legal development;

and Acielson and OY;eil '(1966) do this in Oblitical developmeht. The focus on in-

tegration and hierarchization shows us that in adolescence the person can con-

nider nit least 12 pieces Of infbrmation at the same time: one friend, the family;

ri peer' grolip, and society; as well as how the Self .1_, similar to all and differ-

(tit- fi'nth ill. A FOCUS Oh stage 4 only shows us the adolescent's ability to un-

f(scioty and the. self in relation to society; or only two pieces of in-

formitien.

1-41i the cognitive developmental camp; these studio" 'how the Importance

of stJklyihp, thoinds-of strategics in which the adolescent can engage rather than
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focusing exclusively on cognitive structures (e.g.; the 'INRC s iuctural group)

which is the prevailing model in cognitive development. These studies did not

advance a new cognitive structure in adplescence. Instead, they demonstrated

the way in which adolescents can use those structures in obtaining useful infor-

mation for the self; Since identity is such a central development during. ado-

lescence, we wouId.not expect the model presented here to be the only way of

promoting that p-owth. Other kinds of cognitive strategies besides using the

integrative and hierarchical aspects of social perspective taking may prove

worthwhile. 'It does'seeM, however, that cognitive strategies in general are

important aspects of identit rmation.

-FroM the viewpoint of applied psychology, the studies present a framework

for promoting ego identity development in adolescents. The procedures are

5traightforward and rather simple to follbw. Cautions are necessary; however;
/s

for applied work. First,-the results were differentfor-the college and high

school Studies. Although both showed significanee, the college sample changed

on the identity subscale while the high school sample changed on the composite.

The different patterns suggest different influences on the samples or an unsta-

ble program that sometimes works and sometimes does not. .Here research is needed

here. Second, the programs described here are somewhat "artificial" when com-
-v-

pared to actual: counseling or therapy sessions. The artificiality (e.g., the

paper-and-pencil intervention) was necessary for the initial studies to increase

scientific precision as much as possible; Standardization was necessary to elim-

inate competing hypotheses; For those interested primarily in practice rather.

than testing a scientific model, we suggest far more flexibility in the proce-

dures. For instance, more time ,,pent by the person on the intervention question,

nOJf
4j

grcmp inter:)0tion, or one-on-one discussions between helper and helpee may

prove worthwhile. After all, the results found here were relatively :mall.. It
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would seed that the artificial nature of the `procedure would have actually held

coreF-, down since them, were time constraints and no interaction between students.

Another caution involves students' personal reactions to the program. We

had three students in the high school group who seemed to be threatened by the,

proLram (e.g.sconitistency not showingzup for sessions). Two of theses when

.taking the posttest; showed a drop in their EIS scores; possibly due to lack of

motivation; The instructor should be ready to discuss any threat thatArlay be

felt dE a result Qf the very personal program and students shodld feel free to

drop out of the program at any time.

For the futures different aspects of the program might be tried as interven-

-ions in th: ,-elves. For instances thinking abOOt a friend and family only may

be sufficient for promoting g Wth. This kind of procedure could show the more

hfluential thoUght strat4gies, thus eliminating extraneous materials; Also; the

model of identity formation might be tried with adolescent samples that may be

haVihg problems With identity formation. Delinquents or drug abusers may benefit

frOM such a oi-ogi-Atri. Making the procedures less, artificial; le-nr.t..hening time; and

ehedUraging interaction may all prove worthwhile for those in need of a stronger

; ttz

.T.,(-Tv-;e of idehtity.
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Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for the Dependent MeaSUreS of StUdy 1

Experimental Control

Pre X S.D. Post X S.D: Pre X S;D; Post X S.D.

Rasmussen

Total 51.14 10.02 55.93 8.62 53.21 8.53 53.71 10.75

Identity

Subscale 8.36 1.91' 9.93 1.90 9.21 2.52 8.93 2.92
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Table 2

DetbriptiVe Statistics for the Dependent Measuret Of Study 2

Experimental Control

Pre 7 S.D. Post X S.D. Pre X S.D. Post X S.D.

Rattutten

Total 50.04 9.20 56.36 9.56 49.38 9.75 52.00 10.23

Idehtity

Subscale 7;54 2.15 9.00 . 2.67 7;95 2;60 8;57 2.86

a














